
About Agility

Agility Hong Kong offers warehousing and fairs & events logistics, while also 
offering daily cross-border trucking to and from major cities in China. 
Agility’s state-of-the-art warehouse offers assistance to multiple industries, 
including tech, retail, and component service and contract manufacturers. 
Capable of operating as official logistics provider or handling agent, Agility’s 
experts ensure that international fairs, trade shows and events run smoothly. 

Hong Kong

Branch Office
Agility Logistics Ltd
Suite 3001-3005, 30/F, 
Skyline Tower, 39
Wang Kwong Road, Kowloon Bay, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong

+852 2211 8888

Major Office Locations
• Kowloon Bay, Tin Shui Wai,

Hong Kong Airport

Airports Served
• Hong Kong

Ports Served
• Hong Kong

Warehouse Space
• 30,000 sqm

Certifications
• TAPA FSR 2014 Level A

Facts Hong Kong

Services

• Air Freight
• Ocean Freight
• Road Freight
• Contract Logistics
• Project Logistics
• Fairs & Events
• Chemical Logistics

China



Agility Logistics Ltd 
Suite 3001-3005, 30/F, Skyline Tower, 39 
Wang Kwong Road, Kowloon Bay, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong

Hong Kong

Customer Examples

Regional logistics hub offers customized solution for data storage device 
giant
Agility designed a customized contract logistics solution – and established a 
regional hub in Hong Kong – to serve global markets for one of the world’s 
largest data storage device manufacturers. Agility provided on-time delivery of 
airfreight shipments and product customization. We handled distribution 
including airfreight, ocean freight and over-land truck delivery services. We 
also managed raw materials coming from overseas to China, and provided 
a one-step logistics solution that allowed our customer to monitor its entire 
supply chain. We processed more than 5,000 pallet positions in ambient 
condition, 20,000 outbound orders with picking quantity of over 20M HDD 
annually and more than 1,800 SKUs in stock. 

Just-in-time delivery increases efficiency for Fortune 500 firm
A global Fortune 500 contract manufacturer wanted to speed up replenishment 
of its factories. Agility developed a sophisticated just-in-time delivery system 
and a Global Component Service Center in Hong Kong to meet that need. 
Efficient customs clearance ensured that components could be sent to factories 
on the same day orders were received. WMS enhancement captured more than 
10 types of information for each item, allowing accuracy for processing by FEFO 
(First Expiry First Out), which the client required. The 10,000 sq foot, 
temperature-controlled service center handled more than 40,000 LPN, 
including In and Out, per month; more than 500 delivery notes, and around 
2,300 active SKUs. These comprise 202 suppliers and 103 consignees in 19 
countries.

Navigating a historic building to deliver an exhibition on schedule
The Hong Kong Design Center is a government-funded nonprofit organization 
celebrating design excellence. It hosted the exhibition series Confluence • 20+, 
which honors Hong Kong’s design heritage roots. The cargo was on display in 
Milan and rushed to Hong Kong, where it would be on exhibition for three 
weeks at the Hong Kong City Hall. This structure was built in 1962 and is listed 
as a Grade I historic building. No cargo lift was available to the exhibition hall, 
so Agility Fairs & Events developed a plan to transport the items safely. Our 
expert art handlers uncrated and unpacked them on the ground floor and 
carried them up a tiny passenger lift to the exhibition hall. Bulky pieces had to 
be navigated carefully up a steep, narrow staircase. Because of Agility’s 
comprehensive planning, all cargo was delivered on time and positioned for 
display within two hours.
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